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Abstract

Dense video captioning is a task of localizing interest-

ing events from an untrimmed video and producing tex-

tual description (captions) for each localized event. Most

of the previous works in dense video captioning are solely

based on visual information and completely ignore the au-

dio track. However, audio, and speech, in particular, are vi-

tal cues for a human observer in understanding an environ-

ment. In this paper, we present a new dense video caption-

ing approach that is able to utilize any number of modalities

for event description. Specifically, we show how audio and

speech modalities may improve a dense video captioning

model. We apply automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-

tem to obtain a temporally aligned textual description of the

speech (similar to subtitles) and treat it as a separate input

alongside video frames and the corresponding audio track.

We formulate the captioning task as a machine translation

problem and utilize recently proposed Transformer archi-

tecture to convert multi-modal input data into textual de-

scriptions. We demonstrate the performance of our model

on ActivityNet Captions dataset. The ablation studies in-

dicate a considerable contribution from audio and speech

components suggesting that these modalities contain sub-

stantial complementary information to video frames. Fur-

thermore, we provide an in-depth analysis of the ActivityNet

Caption results by leveraging the category tags obtained

from original YouTube videos. Code is publicly available:

github.com/v-iashin/MDVC.

1. Introduction

The substantial amount of freely available video material

has brought up the need for automatic methods to summa-

rize and compactly represent the essential content. One ap-

proach would be to produce a short video skim containing

the most important video segments as proposed in the video

summarization task [25]. Alternatively, the video content

could be described using natural language sentences. Such

an approach can lead to a very compact and intuitive rep-

resentation and is typically referred to as video captioning

Figure 1. Example video with ground truth captions and predic-

tions of Multi-modal Dense Video Captioning module (MDVC).

It may account for any number of modalities, i.e. audio or speech.

in the literature [58]. However, producing a single descrip-

tion for an entire video might be impractical for long uncon-

strained footage. Instead, dense video captioning [24] aims,

first, at temporally localizing events and, then, at producing

natural language description for each of them. Fig. 1 illus-

trates dense video captions for an example video sequence.

Most recent works in dense video captioning formulate

the captioning problem as a machine translation task, where

the input is a set of features extracted from the video stream

and the output is a natural language sentence. Thus, the cap-

tioning methods can be leveraged by recent developments in

machine translation field, such as Transformer model [45].

The main idea in the transformer is to utilise self-attention

mechanism to model long-term dependencies in a sequence.

We follow the recent work [59] and adopt the transformer

architecture in our dense video captioning model.

The vast majority of previous works are generating cap-

tions purely based on visual information [59, 48, 26, 28, 53,

30, 54]. However, almost all videos include an audio track,

which could provide vital cues for video understanding. In

particular, what is being said by people in the video, might

make a crucial difference to the content description. For in-



stance, in a scene when someone knocks the door from an

opposite side, we only see the door but the audio helps us

to understand that somebody is behind it and wants to enter.

Therefore, it is impossible for a model to make a useful cap-

tion for it. Also, other types of videos as instruction videos,

sport videos, or video lectures could be challenging for a

captioning model.

In contrast, we build our model to utilize video frames,

raw audio signal, and the speech content in the caption gen-

eration process. To this end, we deploy automatic speech

recognition (ASR) system [1] to extract time-aligned cap-

tions of what is being said (similar to subtitles) and em-

ploy it alongside with video and audio representations in

the transformer model.

The proposed model is assessed using the challenging

ActivityNet Captions [24] benchmark dataset, where we ob-

tain competitive results to the current state-of-the-art. The

subsequent ablation studies indicate a substantial contri-

bution from audio and speech signals. Moreover, we re-

trieve and perform breakdown analysis by utilizing previ-

ously unused video category tags provided with the original

YouTube videos [2]. The program code of our model and

the evaluation approach will be made publicly available.

2. Related Work

2.1. Video Captioning

Early works in video captioning applied rule-based mod-

els [22, 31, 7], where the idea was to identify a set of video

objects and use them to fill predefined templates to generate

a sentence. Later, the need for sentence templates was omit-

ted by casting the captioning problem as a machine trans-

lation task [37]. Following the success of neural models

in translation systems [42], similar methods became widely

popular in video captioning [57, 46, 47, 58, 5, 38, 18, 9, 52].

The rationale behind this approach is to train two Recurrent

Neural Networks (RNNs) in an encoder-decoder fashion.

Specifically, an encoder inputs a set of video features, ac-

cumulates its hidden state, which is passed to a decoder for

producing a caption.

To further improve the performance of the caption-

ing model, several methods have been proposed, includ-

ing shared memory between visual and textual domains

[49, 34], spatial and temporal attention [56], reinforce-

ment learning [50], semantic tags [11, 32], other modalities

[55, 19, 51, 13], and by producing a paragraph instead of

one sentence [36, 58].

2.2. Dense Video Captioning

Inspired by the idea of the dense image captioning task

[20], Krishna et al. [24] introduced a problem of dense

video captioning and released a new dataset called Activ-

ityNet Captions which leveraged the research in the field

[59, 48, 26, 28, 53, 30, 35, 54]. In particular, [48] adopted

the idea of the context-awareness [24] and generalized the

temporal event proposal module to utilize both past and fu-

ture contexts as well as an attentive fusion to differentiate

captions from highly overlapping events. Meanwhile, the

concept of Single Shot Detector (SSD) [27] was also used

to generate event proposals and reward maximization for

better captioning in [26].

In order to mitigate the intrinsic difficulties of RNNs to

model long-term dependencies in a sequence, Zhou et al.

[59] tailored the recent idea of Transformer [45] for dense

video captioning. In [28] the authors noticed that the cap-

tioning may benefit from interactions between objects in

a video and developed recurrent higher-order interaction

module to model these interactions. Xiong et al. [53] no-

ticed that many previous models produced redundant cap-

tions, and proposed to generate captions in a progressive

manner, conditioned on the previous caption while applying

paragraph- and sentence-level rewards. Similarly, a “bird-

view” correction and two-level reward maximization for a

more coherent story-telling have been employed in [30].

Since the human annotation of a video with tempo-

ral boundaries and captions for each of them can be la-

borious, several attempts have been made to address this

issue [10, 29]. Specifically, [10] employed the idea of

cycle-consistency to translate a set of captions to a set of

temporal events without any paired annotation, while [29]

automatically-collected dataset of an unparalleled-scale ex-

ploiting the structure of instructional videos.

The most similar work to our captioning model is [59]

that also utilizes a version of the Transformer [45] archi-

tecture. However, their model is designed solely for visual

features. Instead, we believe that dense video captioning

may benefit from information from other modalities.

2.3. Multi-modal Dense Video Captioning

A few attempts has been made to include additional cues

like audio and speech [35, 16, 39] for dense video cap-

tioning task. Rahman et al. [35] utilized the idea of cycle-

consistency [10] to build a model with visual and audio in-

puts. However, due to weak supervision, the system did

not reach high performance. Hessel et al. [16] and Shi et

al. [39] employ a transformer architecture [45] to encode

both video frames and speech segments to generate captions

for instructional (cooking) videos. Yet, the high results on

a dataset which is restricted to instructional video appear to

be not evidential as the speech and the captions are already

very close to each other in such videos [29].

In contrast to the mentioned multi-modal dense video

captioning methods: (1) we present the importance of

the speech and audio modalities on a domain-free dataset,

(2) propose a multi-modal dense video captioning module

(MDVC) which can be scaled to any number of modalities.



Figure 2. The proposed Multi-modal Dense Video Captioning (MDVC) framework. Given an input consisting of several modalities, namely,

audio, speech, and visual, internal representations are produced by a corresponding feature transformer (middle). Then, the features are

fused in the multi-modal generator (right) that outputs the distribution over the vocabulary.

3. Proposed Framework

In this section, we briefly outline the workflow of our

method referred to as Multi-modal Dense Video Captioning

(MDVC) which is shown in Fig. 2. The goal of our method

is to temporally localize events on a video and to produce a

textual description for each of them. To this end, we apply

a two-stage approach.

Firstly, we obtain the temporal event locations. For this

task, we employ the Bidirectional Single-Stream Temporal

action proposals network (Bi-SST) proposed in [48]. Bi-

SST applies 3D Convolution network (C3D) [44] to video

frames and extracts features that are passed to subsequent

bi-directional LSTM [17] network. The LSTM accumu-

lates visual cues over time and predicts confidence scores

for each location to be start/end point of an event. Finally,

a set of event proposals (start/end times) is obtained and

passed to the second stage for caption generation.

Secondly, we generate the captions given a proposal. To

produce inputs from audio, visual, and speech modalities,

we use Inflated 3D convolutions (I3D) [6] for visual and

VGGish network [15] for audio modalities. For speech rep-

resentation as a text, we employ an external ASR system

[1]. To represent the text into a numerical form, we use

a similar text embedding which is used for caption encod-

ing. The features are, then, fed to individual transformer

models along with the words of a caption from the previous

time steps. The output of the transformer is passed into a

generator which fuses the outputs from all modalities and

estimates a probability distribution over the word vocabu-

lary. After sampling the next word, the process is repeated

until a special end token is obtained. Fig. 1 illustrates an

example modality and the corresponding event captions.

3.1. Temporal Event Localization Module

An event localization module is dedicated to generating

a set of temporal regions which might contain an event. To

achieve this, we employ pre-trained Bidirectional Single-

Stream Temporal action proposals network (Bi-SST) pro-

posed in [48] as it has is been shown to reach good perfor-

mance in the proposal generation task.

Bi-SST inputs a sequence of T RGB frames from a video

V = (x1, x2, . . . , xF ) and extracts a set of 4096-d features

V 0 = (f1, f2, . . . , fT ) by applying a 3D Convolution net-

work (C3D) on non-overlapping segments of size 16 with a

stride of 64 frames. To reduce the feature dimension, only

500 principal components were selected using PCA.

To account for the video context, events are proposed

during forward and backward passes on a video sequence

V 0, and, then, the resulting scores are fused together to ob-

tain the final proposal set. Specifically, during the forward

pass, LSTM is used to accumulate the visual clues from the

“past” context at each position t which is treated as an end-

ing point and produce confidence scores for each proposal.

Afterwards, a similar procedure is performed during the

backward pass where the features V 0 are used in a reversed

order. This empowers the model to have a sense of the “fu-

ture” context in a video. In contrast to the forward pass,

each position is treated as a starting point of the proposal.

Finally, the confidence scores from both passes are fused by

multiplication of corresponding scores for each proposal at

each time step, and, then, filtered according to a predefined

threshold.

Finally, we obtain a set of NV event proposals for cap-

tion generation PV = {pj = (startj , endj , scorej)}
NV

j=1
.



Figure 3. The proposed feature transformation architecture that consists of an encoder (bottom part) and a decoder (top part). The encoder

inputs pre-processed and position-encoded features from I3D (in case of the visual modality), and outputs an internal representation. The

decoder, in turn, is conditioned on both position-encoded caption that is generated so far and the output of the encoder. Finally, the decoder

outputs its internal representation.

3.2. Captioning Module

In this section we explain the captioning based for an

example modality, namely, visual. Given a video V and

a set of proposals PV from the event localization mod-

ule, the task of the captioning module is to provide a cap-

tion for each proposal in PV . In order to extract features

from a video V , we employ I3D network [6] pre-trained on

the Kinetics dataset which produces 1024-d features. The

gap between the extracted features and the generated cap-

tions is filled with Transformer [45] architecture which was

proven to effectively encode and decode the information in

a sequence-to-sequence setting.

3.2.1 Feature Transformer

As shown in Fig. 3, Feature Transformer architecture

mainly consists of three blocks: an encoder, decoder, and

generator. The encoder inputs a set of extracted features

vj = (v1, v2, . . . , vTj
) temporally corresponding to a pro-

posal pj from PV and maps it to a sequence of internal

representations zj = (z1, z2, . . . , zTj
). The decoder is

conditioned on the output of the encoder zj and the em-

bedding e
j
6t = (e1, e2, . . . , et) of the words in a caption

w
j
6t = (w1, w2, . . . , wt). It produces the representation

g
j
6t = (g1, g2, . . . , gt) which, in turn, is used by the gener-

ator to model a distribution over a vocabulary for the next

word p(wt+1|g
j
6t). The next word is selected greedily by

obtaining the word with the highest probability until a spe-

cial ending token is sampled. The captioning is initialized

with a starting token. Both are added to the vocabulary.

Before providing an overview of the encoder, decoder,

and generator, we presenting the notion of multi-headed at-

tention that acts as an essential part of the decoder and en-

coder blocks. The concept of the multi-head attention, in

turn, heavily relies on dot-product attention which we de-

scribe next.

Dot-product Attention The idea of the multi-headed at-

tention rests on the scaled dot-product attention which cal-

culates the weighted sum of values. The weights are ob-

tained by applying the softmax function on the dot-product

of each pair of rows of queries and keys scaled by 1p
Dk

. The

scaling is done to prevent the softmax function from being

in the small gradient regions [45]. Formally the scaled dot-

product attention can be represented as follows

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

 

QKT

√
Dk

!

V, (1)

where Q,K, V are queries, keys, and values, respectively.

Multi-headed Attention The multi-headed attention

block is used once in each encoder layer and twice in each

decoder layer. The block consists of H heads that allows to

cooperatively account for information from several repre-

sentations sub-spaces at every position while preserving the

same computation complexity [45]. In a transformer with

dimension DT , each head is defined in the following way

headh(q, k, v) = Attention(qW q
h , kW

k
h , vW

v
h ), (2)

where q, k, v are matrices which have DT columns and the

number of rows depending on the position of the multi-

headed block, yet with the same number of rows for k

and v to make the calculation in (1) to be feasible. The

W
q
h ,W

k
h ,W

v
h ∈ R

DT⇥Dk are trainable projection matrices

that map q, k, v from DT into Dk = DT

H
, asserting DT is

a multiple of H . The multi-head attention, in turn, is the

concatenation of all attention heads mapped back into DT

by trainable parameter matrix W o ∈ R
Dk·H⇥DT :

MultiHead(q, k, v) =

2

4

head1(q, k, v)
. . .

headH(q, k, v)

3

5W o. (3)



Encoder The encoder consists of L layers. The first layer

inputs a set of features vj and outputs an internal represen-

tation z
j
1 ∈ R

Tj⇥DT while each of the next layers treats

the output of a previous layer as its input. Each encoder

layer l consist of two sub-layers: multi-headed attention

and position-wise fully connected network which are ex-

plained later in this section. The input to both sub-layers are

normalized using layer normalization [3], each sub-layer is

surrounded by a residual connection [14] (see Fig. 3). For-

mally, the l-th encoder layer has the following definition

z
j
l = LayerNorm(zjl ) (4)

r
j
l = z

j
l + MultiHead(zjl , z

j
l , z

j
l ) (5)

r
j
l = LayerNorm(rjl ) (6)

z
j
l+1

= r
j
l + FCN(rjl ), (7)

where FCN is the position-wise fully connected network.

Note, the multi-headed attention has identical queries, keys,

and values (z
j
l ). Such multi-headed attention block is also

referred to as self -multi-headed attention. It enables an en-

coder layer l to account for the information from all states

from the previous layer z
j
l�1

. This property contrasts with

the idea of RNN which accumulates only the information

from the past positions.

Decoder Similarly to the encoder, the decoder has L lay-

ers. At a position t, the decoder inputs a set of embedded

words e
j
6t with the output of the encoder zj and sends the

output to the next layer which is conditioned on this output

and, again, the encoder output zj . Eventually, the decoder

producing its internal representation g
j
6t ∈ R

t⇥DT . The

decoder block is similar to the encoder but has an additional

sub-layer that applies multi-headed attention on the encoder

output and the output of its previous sub-layer. The decoder

employs the layer normalization and residual connections

at all three sub-layers in the same fashion as the encoder.

Specifically, the l-th decoder layer has the following form:

g
j
l = LayerNorm(gj

l,6t) (8)

b
j
l = g

j
l,6t + MultiHead(gj

l ,g
j
l ,g

j
l ) (9)

b
j

l = LayerNorm(bj
l ) (10)

u
j
l = g

j
l,6t + MultiHead(b

j

l , z
j , zj) (11)

u
j
l = LayerNorm(uj

l ) (12)

g
j
l+1,6t = u

j
l + FCN(uj

l ), (13)

where zj is the encoder output. Note, similarly to the en-

coder, (9) is a self-multi-headed attention function while

the second multi-headed attention block attends on both

the encoder and decoder and is also referred to as encoder-

decoder attention. This block enables each layer of the de-

coder to attend all state of the encoder’s output zj .

Position-wise Fully-Connected Network The fully con-

nected network is used in each layer of the encoder and the

decoder. It is a simple two-layer neural network that inputs

x with the output of the multi-head attention block, and,

then, projects each row (or position) of the input x from

DT space onto DP , (DP > DT ) and back, formally:

FCN(x) = ReLU(xW1 + b1)W2 + b2, (14)

where W1 ∈ R
DT⇥DP , W2 ∈ R

DP⇥DT , and biases b1, b2
are trainable parameters, ReLU is a rectified linear unit.

Generator At the position t, the generator consumes the

output of the decoder g
j
6t and produces a distribution over

the vocabulary of words p(wt+1|g
j
6t). To obtain the dis-

tribution, the generator applies the softmax function of the

output of a fully connected layer with a weight matrix

WG ∈ R
DT⇥DV where DV is a vocabulary size. The word

with the highest probability is selected as the next one.

Input Embedding and Positional Encoding Since the

representation of textual data is usually sparse due to a large

vocabulary, the dimension of the input of a neural language

model is reduced with an embedding into a dimension of a

different size, namely DT . Also, following [45], we multi-

ply the embedding weights by
√
DT . The position encoding

is required to allow the transformer to have a sense of the or-

der in an input sequence. We adopt the approach proposed

for a transformer architecture, i.e. we add the output of the

combination of sine and cosine functions to the embedded

input sequence [45].

3.2.2 Multi-modal Dense Video Captioning

In this section, we present the multi-modal dense video cap-

tioning module which, utilises visual, audio, and speech

modalities. See Fig. 3 for a schematic representation of the

module.

For the sake of speech representation sj =
(s1, s2, . . . , sT s

j
), we use the text embedding of size

512-d that is similar to the one which is employed in the

embedding of a caption w
j
6t. To account for the audio

information, given a proposal pj we extract a set of features

aj = (a1, a2, . . . , aTa
j
) applying the 128-d embedding

layer of the pre-trained VGGish network [15] on an audio

track. While the visual features vj = (v1, v2, . . . vTv
j
)

are encoded with 1024-d vectors by Inflated 3D (I3D)

convolutional network [6].

To fuse the features, we create an encoder and a decoder

for each modality with dimensions corresponding to the size

of the extracted features. The outputs from all decoders are

fused inside of the generator, and the distribution of a next

word wt+1 is formed.



In our experimentation, we found that a simple two-

layer fully-connected network applied of a matrix of con-

catenated features performs the best with the ReLU activa-

tion after the first layer and the softmax after the second

one. Each layer of the network has a matrix of trainable

weights: WF1
∈ R

DF⇥DV and WF2
∈ R

DV ⇥DV with

DF = 512 + 128 + 1024 and DV is a vocabulary size.

3.3. Model Training

As the training is conducted using mini-batches of size

28, the features in one modality must be of the same length

so the features could be stacked into a tensor. In this regard,

we pad the features and the embedded captions to match the

size of the longest sample.

The model is trained by optimizing the Kullback–Leibler

divergence loss which measures the “distance” between the

ground truth and predicted distributions and averages the

values for all words in a batch ignoring the masked tokens.

Since many words in the English language may have sev-

eral synonyms or human annotation may contain mistakes,

we undergo the model to be less certain about the predic-

tions and apply Label Smoothing [43] with the smoothing

parameter γ on the ground truth labels to mitigate this. In

particular, the ground truth distribution over the vocabulary

of size DV , which is usually represented as one-hot encod-

ing vector, the identity is replaced with probability 1 − γ

while the rest of the values are filled with γ

DV �1
.

During training, we exploit the teacher forcing technique

which uses the ground truth sequence up to position t as

the input to predict the next word instead of using the se-

quence of predictions. As we input the whole ground truth

sequence at once and predicting the next words at each po-

sition, we need to prevent the transformer from peeping for

the information from the next positions as it attends to all

positions of the input. To mitigate this, we apply mask-

ing inside of the self-multi-headed attention block in the

decoder for each position higher than t− 1, following [45].

The details on the feature extraction and other implemen-

tation details are available in the supplementary materials.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

We perform our experiments using ActivityNet Captions

dataset [24] that is considered as the standard benchmark for

dense video captioning task. The dataset contains approxi-

mately 20k videos from YouTube and split into 50/25/25 %

parts for training, validation, and testing, respectively. Each

video, on average, contains 3.65 temporally localized cap-

tions, around 13.65 words each, and two minutes long. In

addition, each video in the validation set is annotated twice

by different annotators. We report all results using the vali-

dation set (no ground truth is provided for the test set).

Method
GT Proposals Learned Proposals

B@3 B@4 M B@3 B@4 M

Seen full dataset

Krishna et al. [24] 4.09 1.60 8.88 1.90 0.71 5.69

Wang et al. [48] – – 10.89 2.55 1.31 5.86

Zhou et al. [59] 5.76 2.71 11.16 2.42 1.15 4.98

Li et al. [26] 4.55 1.62 10.33 2.27 0.73 6.93

Seen part of the dataset

Rahman et al. [35] 3.04 1.46 7.23 1.85 0.90 4.93

MDVC 4.12 1.81 10.09 2.31 0.92 6.80

MDVC, no missings 5.83 2.86 11.72 2.60 1.07 7.31

Table 1. The results of the dense video captioning task on the Ac-

tivityNet Captions validation sets in terms of BLEU–3,4 (B@3,

B@4) and METEOR (M). The related methods are compared with

the proposed approach (MDVC) in two settings: on the full vali-

dation dataset and a part of it with the videos with all modalities

present for a fair comparison (“no missings”). Methods are ad-

ditionally split into the ones which “saw” all training videos and

another ones which trained on partially available data. The results

are presented for both ground truth (GT) and learned proposals.

The dataset itself is distributed as a collection of links

to YouTube videos, some of which are no longer available.

Authors provide pre-computed C3D features and frames at

5fps, but these are not suitable for our experiments. At the

time of writing, we found 9,167 (out of 10,009) training and

4,483 (out of 4,917) validation videos which is, roughly,

91 % of the dataset. Out of these 2,798 training and 1,374

validation videos (approx. 28 %) contain at least one speech

segment. The speech content was obtained from the closed

captions (CC) provided by the YouTube ASR system which

can be though as subtitles.

4.2. Metrics

We are evaluating the performance of our model using

BLEU@N [33] and METEOR [8]. We regard the METEOR

as our primary metric as it has been shown to be highly cor-

related with human judgement in a situation with a limited

number of references (only one, in our case).

We employ the official evaluation script provided in [23].

Thus, the metrics are calculated if a proposed event and

a ground truth location of a caption overlaps more than a

specified temporal Intersection over Union (tIoU) and zero

otherwise. All metric values are averaged for every video,

and, then, for every threshold tIoU in [0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]. On

the validation, we average the resulting scores for both val-

idation sets. For the learned proposal setting, we report our

results on at most 100 proposals per video.

Notably, up to early 2017, the evaluation code had an is-

sue which previously overestimated the performance of the

algorithms in the learned proposal setting [30]. Therefore,

we report the results using the new evaluation code.



Model Params. Metric

(×106) B@4 M

Feature Transf. (random) 42 0.88 7.16

Bi-GRU 55 1.44 9.47

Feature Transformer 42 1.84 9.62

Table 2. Comparison of the Feature Transformer and the Bi-

directional GRU (Bi-GRU) architectures in terms of BLEU-4

(B@4), METEOR (M), and a number of model parameters. The

input to all models is visual modality (I3D). The results indicate

the superior performance of the Feature Transformer on all met-

rics. Additionally, we report the random input baseline which acts

as a lower performance bound. The best results are highlighted.

4.3. Comparison with Baseline Methods

We compare our method with five related approaches,

namely Krishna et al. [24], Wang et al. [48], Zhou et al.

[59], Li et al. [26], and Rahman et al. [35]. We take the per-

formance values from the original papers, except for [26],

and [59], which are taken from [30] due to the evaluation

issue (see Sec. 4.2).

The lack of access to the full ActivityNet Captions

dataset makes strictly fair comparison difficult as we have

less training and validation videos. Nevertheless, we

present our results in two set-ups: 1) full validation set with

random input features for missing entries, and 2) videos

with all three modalities present (video, audio, and speech).

The first one is chosen to indicate the lower bound of our

performance with the full dataset. Whereas, the second one

(referred to as “no missings”) concentrates on the multi-

modal setup, which is the main contribution of our work.

The obtained results are presented in Tab. 1. Our method

(MDVC) achieves comparable or better performance, even

though we have access to smaller training set and 9% of the

validation videos are missing (replaced with random input

features). Furthermore, if all three modalities are present,

our method outperforms all baseline approaches in the case

of both GT and learned proposals. Notably, we outperform

[59] which is also based on the transformer architecture and

account for the optical flow. This shows the superior perfor-

mance of our captioning module which, yet, trained on the

smaller amount of data.

4.4. Ablation Studies

In this section, we perform an ablation analysis high-

lighting the effect of different design choices of our method.

For all experiments, we use the full unfiltered ActivityNet

Captions validation set with ground truth event proposals.

Firstly, we assess the selection of the model architec-

ture. To this end, we implemented a version of our method

where the transformer was replaced by Bidirectional Recur-

rent Neural Network with Gated Recurrent Units with atten-

Modality
Fusion

Params. Metric

V A S (×106) B@4 M

4 – 42 1.61 9.64

4 – 5 1.03 8.01

4 4 Average probs. 46 1.68 9.71

4 4 Concat. + 2 FC 149 1.73 9.87

4 No, 2 FC 145 1.62 9.69

4 4 4 Concat. + 2 FC 179 1.81 10.09

Table 3. The performance of the proposed MDVC framework with

different input modalities (V-visual, A-audio, S-speech) and fea-

ture fusion approaches: probability averaging and concatenation

of two fully-connected layers (Concat. + 2 FC). Also, we report the

comparison between audio-visual MDVC with visual-only MDVC

with similar model capacities (2 FC).

tion (Bi-GRU), proposed in [4]. To distil the effect of the

change in architecture, the results are shown for visual-only

models. Both Bi-GRU and the transformer input I3D fea-

tures extracted from 64 RGB and optical flow frames (the

final model inputs 24 frames). Finally, we set a lower bound

for the feature performance by training a transformer model

with random video features. Tab. 2 shows the comparison.

To conclude, we observe that the feature transformer-based

model is not only uses less parameters but also achieves bet-

ter performance in dense video captioning task. Moreover,

both method clearly surpasses the random baseline.

Secondly, we evaluate the contribution of different

modalities in our framework. Tab. 3 contains the results

for different modality configurations as well as for two fea-

ture fusion approaches. Specifically, averaging of the output

probabilities and concatenation of the outputs of all modali-

ties and applying two fully connected (FC) layers on top.

We observe that audio-only model has the worst perfor-

mance, followed by the visual only model, and the com-

bination of these two. Moreover, the concatenation and FC

layers result in better performance than averaging. To fur-

ther assess if the performance gain is due to the additional

modalities or to the extra capacity in the FC layers, we

trained a visual-only model with two additional FC layers.

The results indicate that such configuration performs worse

than any bi-modal setup. Overall, we conclude that the fi-

nal model with all three modalities performs best among

all tested set-ups, which highlights the importance of multi-

modal setting in dense video captioning task.

Fig. 4 shows a qualitative comparison between different

models in our ablation study. Moreover, we provide the

corresponding captions from the best performing baseline

method (Zhuo et al. [59]). We noticed the following pat-

tern: the audio-modality produces coherent sentences and

captures the concepts of speaking in the video. However,

there are clear mistakes in the caption content. In con-

trast, the model with all three modalities manages to capture



Figure 4. The qualitative captioning results for an example video from the ActivityNet Captions validation set. In the video, the speaker

describes the advantages of rafting on this particular river and their club. Occasionally, people are shown rapturously speaking about how

fun it is. Models that account for audio modality tend to grasp the details of the speaking on the scene while the visual-only models fail at

this. We invite the reader to watch the example YouTube video for a better impression (xs5imfBbWmw).
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Figure 5. The results are split for category and version of MDVC.

The number of samples per category is given in parenthesis. The

METEOR axis is cut up to the random performance level (7.16).

the man who speaks to the camera which is also present in

the ground truth. Both visual-only MDVC and Zhuo et al.

struggle to describe the audio details.

Finally, to test whether our model improves the perfor-

mance in general rather than in a specific video category, we

report the comparison of the different versions of MDVC

per category. To this end, we retrieve the category labels

from the YouTubeAPI [2] (US region) for every available

ActivityNet Captions validation video. These labels are

given by the user when uploading the video and roughly

represent the video content type. The comparison is shown

in Fig. 5. The results imply a consistent gain in performance

within each category except for categories: “Film & Anima-

tion” and “Travel & Events” which might be explained by

the lack of correspondence between visual and audio tracks.

Specifically, the video might be accompanied by music, e.g.

promotion of a resort. Also, “Film & Animation” contains

cartoon-like movies which might have a realistic soundtrack

while the visual track is goofy.

5. Conclusion

The use of different modalities in computer vision is still

an underrepresented topic and, we believe, deserves more

attention. In this work, we introduced a multi-modal dense

video captioning module (MDVC) and shown the impor-

tance of the audio and speech modalities for dense video

captioning task. Specifically, MDVC is based on the trans-

former architecture which encodes the feature representa-

tion of each modality for a specific event proposal and pro-

duces a caption using the information from these modalities.

The experimentation, conducted employing the ActivityNet

Captions dataset, shows the superior performance of a cap-

tioning module to the visual-only models in the existing lit-

erature. Extensive ablation study verifies this conclusion.

We believe that our results firmly indicate that future works

in video captioning should utilize a multi-modal input.
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